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Several extremely notable events happened over the last two weeks. 
From regulations to hacks, here is a quick run-through of the most 
important ones:

• Chairman of the SEC Gary Gensler testified again in front of the House Financial Services Committee in a 
hearing entitled Oversight of the Securities and Exchange Commission. Expect several social-media “share-
worthy” statements over the next few days as the politicians use the platform to state their positions and 
posture on the now partisan area of cryptocurrencies and the role of the SEC.

• JP Morgan’s Chase bank in the United Kingdom stopped users from transferring funds to crypto services, 
citing fraud and scams. It appears that the US’s 2020 playbook has crossed the Atlantic. Given the recent MiCA 
legislation in Europe and the support of cryptocurrencies from Prime Minister Rishi Sunak, this is a curious move.

• Taking the complete opposite approach, Citibank is launching a private blockchain for Citibank tokens known 
as Citi Token Services (CTS). The tokens will allow the bank, its partners, and institutional clients “instantaneous” 
and “cross-border access” to liquidity. Some are calling it a Bitcoin killer, though that is obviously clickbait.

• The SEC has moved the decision on ARK 21Share’s Bitcoin ETF to 2024 and onto the Commission’s final 
decision deadline date. This is the first of the ETF filings up for a decision, so it is highly likely that the rest of the 
spot ETF filings will also be delayed.

• Due to a lack of profits, Blocknative will be suspending its MEV-Boost Relay and Ethereum block builders 
next week. Apparently, the protocol running the relay did not use the service for its own gain.

• Popular Hong Kong-based cross-chain transfer protocol Mixin Network lost $200 million this week after a 
hack exposed their database, representing nearly half of the protocol’s holdings spread across 48 networks. 
Reimbursement for losses has not yet been decided.

• HTX (formally Huobi) was hacked for $8 million, according to new board member and Tron founder Justin Sun. 
The CEX offered a 5% reward for the return of funds, but typical protocol rewards are 10%.

• US Senator Menendez took a vow to stay in Congress and fight bribery charges despite urges from fellow 
Democrats to step down. Menendez’s previous work included accountability for human rights abuses, and he 
has been critical of cryptocurrency in the United States. He co-sponsored a proposal for an assessment into 
El Salvador’s adoption of “risks for cybersecurity, economic stability, and democratic governance in El Salvador.” 
The bill failed, and the irony of the bill accusing cryptocurrencies of opening a door to bribery and corruption 
makes this story all the more interesting. It is unclear if he or his co-sponsor added these words to the bill.

• Popular social-media scammer Ben Armstrong (Bitboy), who is also known for running the scam token Ben 
Coin, was arrested on livestream over a Lamborghini argument with his neighbor. The extremely convoluted 
livestream came just days after he claimed he needed to borrow $10 for gas despite his wallet sending large 
sums of money to addresses including this one. Incredible how scams continue to grift large sums of money 
from individuals in a bear market. This is not a recommended strategy.

• FTX has sued SBF’s father and mother Allen Bankman and Barbara Fried for stealing millions of dollars 
worth of funds and benefiting from the exchange’s dealing. The trial for SBF begins next week.

• Coinbase Wallet users may have noticed a wave of notifications this last week as the much-loathed 
messaging feature has had an influx of spam from addresses that appear to be the 0x0000…0000 burn address. 
These vanity addresses are leveraging the permitfrom() function scam vector we’ve discussed in previous 
newsletters, which has accumulated over $85 million on Ethereum alone. This situation has similarities to 
Facebook’s poor community safety protocols years ago.
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https://twitter.com/therealkiyosaki/status/1706514724115083415
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https://twitter.com/blocknative/status/1706685103286485364?s=20
https://techcrunch.com/2023/09/25/hackers-steal-200-million-from-crypto-company-mixin/
https://twitter.com/MixinKernel/status/1706948541850235274
https://twitter.com/justinsuntron/status/1706311251024822748
https://www.reuters.com/world/us/us-senator-menendez-vows-stay-congress-fight-bribery-charges-2023-09-25/
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https://etherscan.io/address/0xf3b0073e3a7f747c7a38b36b805247b222c302a3
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/09/19/sbfs-parents-sued-by-ftx-for-millions-of-dollars-in-misappropriated-funds.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/09/19/sbfs-parents-sued-by-ftx-for-millions-of-dollars-in-misappropriated-funds.html
https://twitter.com/Bonanas_eth/status/1703467093486964946
https://dune.com/coldfire/permit-thefts
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Spot Market

Centralized Exchange (CEX) comparisons from weeks 09/12/2023 and 09/19/2023.

Centralized Exchange (CEX) trading volume market share over the last 30 days.

As we expected, Binance’s market share plummeted this week to new lows while Binance US’s market share 
has all but disappeared. The main benefactor of Binance’s market share decline is OKX. The Seychelles-based 
exchange has been growing reserves for the last few weeks.
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Centralized Exchange (CEX) trading volumes over the last 30 days for the 5 top traded pairs.

Overall trading volumes have also been in a decline, with BTC/USD daily trading volumes peaking at just over 
$400 million last week. This is far from August’s $950 million daily trading volume peak.

DeFi DEXs

Decentralized Exchange (DEX) protocol from weeks 09/12/2023 and 09/19/2023.

Decentralized Exchange (DEX) trading volume by pair for the week of 09/19/2023.

DEX trading volumes for USDC/WETH continue to far outpace other tokens. The stablecoin appears to be 
growing in popularity for traders who are taking positions in native tokens, a signal that the bear market is 
continuing. Meanwhile, WBTC/WETH was the third-highest traded pair on DEXs last week. Much further down 
the list, PEPE_WETH and LINK/WETH are the only two trading pairs in the top 10 pairs that include at least 
one non-native or stablecoin token.
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Number of additions or removals from liquidity from Decentralized Exchange (DEX) over the last 3 months.

The number of DEX liquidity events has slowly declined over the last few months, with fewer individuals taking 
new positions on Ethereum-based exchanges. We see that the number of liquidity additions is still slightly higher 
than withdrawals, but we have not yet seen movements that signal a change in market direction.

DeFi Lending/Borrowing

DeFi Lending protocol comparisons from weeks 09/12/2023 and 09/19/2023.

DeFi Lending protocol deposits and withdrawals from the last 30 days.

Deposit and withdrawal volumes have netted nearly equally for the last month, but there have been slightly 
more withdrawals than deposits. Liquidity has been high over the last several months, and borrowers seem to 
have very little conviction to aggressively pursue risky opportunities.
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DeFi Lending protocol borrows and repays from the last 30 days.

Borrowing activity has been higher than repayments through the middle of September, but last week saw more 
repayments as borrowers closed positions. There is no clear trend on where the market will fall over the next few 
weeks or months. Right now, it is just as likely for borrowers to close repayments as it is for borrowing activity to rise.

Networks

Network comparisons from weeks 09/12/2023 and 09/19/2023.

Network transaction comparisons from weeks over the last year.

This month’s network activity on Bitcoin is almost twice what it was in September of 2022 and was most likely 
spurred by Ordinals. Ethereum has been trending lower since last year likely due to the emergence and growing 
adoption of L2s.
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Network transaction fee trends over the last year.

Despite the decline in transactions on Ethereum, the Layer 1 network still had higher network fees than in 
2022. Scaling is a critical focus area for the Ethereum Foundation, the most active developer network on the L1 
blockchain. Meanwhile, Bitcoin has been trending higher for network fees, again spurred by Ordinals.
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Links
Recent Coverage

• Amberdata and Coalition Greenwich: New Research Indicates 48% of Asset Managers and Hedge 
Funds Currently Have Digital Assets Under Management

• Amberdata Appoints Christine Moy as Independent Director
• Amberdata and Coalition Greenwich Report: Digital Assets: Managers Fuel Data Infrastructure Needs
• Kitco: Ethereum could see 200% growth in daily active users, $800B fair value by 2025
• Investing.com: Bitcoin Steadiness Expected Post-fed Decision, as Crypto Market Anticipates Rate Hold
• CCN: Fed Rate Decision Today Impact on Bitcoin Explained as BTC Options Expire Friday
• Coindesk: Bitcoin Price Volatility Likely to Stay Depressed After Fed Rate Decision

Spot Market
Spot market charts were built using the following endpoints:

• https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/market-metrics-exchanges-volumes-historical
• https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/market-metrics-exchanges-assets-volumes-historical
• https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/get-market-pairs
• https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/get-historical-ohlc

Futures
Futures / Swaps charts were built using the following endpoints:

• https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/futures-exchanges-pairs
• https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/futures-ohlcv-historical
• https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/futures-funding-rates-historical
• https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/futures-long-short-ratio-historical
• https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/swaps-exchanges-reference
• https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/swaps-ohlcv-historical
• https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/swaps-funding-rates-historical

 
DeFi DEXes
DEX charts were built using the following endpoints:

• https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/defi-metrics-exchanges-historical
• https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/defi-liquidity-historical

DeFi Borrow / Lend
DeFi lending charts were built using the following endpoints:

• https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/lens-protocol-aave
• https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/lens-protocol-makerdao
• https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/lens-protocol-compound 

https://blog.amberdata.io/amberdata-announces-research-in-partnership-with-coalition-greenwich
https://blog.amberdata.io/amberdata-announces-research-in-partnership-with-coalition-greenwich
https://blog.amberdata.io/amberdata-appoints-christine-moy-independent-director
https://go.amberdata.io/lp-greenwich-report
https://www.kitco.com/news/2023-09-18/Ethereum-could-see-200-growth-in-daily-active-users-800B-fair-value-by-2025-RxR-Analyst.html
https://www.investing.com/news/cryptocurrency-news/bitcoin-steadiness-expected-postfed-decision-as-crypto-market-anticipates-rate-hold-93CH-3178597
https://www.ccn.com/news/fed-rate-decision-today-impact-bitcoin-options-expire/
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2023/09/20/bitcoin-price-volatility-likely-to-stay-depressed-after-fed-rate-decision/
https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/market-metrics-exchanges-volumes-historical 
https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/market-metrics-exchanges-assets-volumes-historical 
https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/get-market-pairs 
https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/get-historical-ohlc 
https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/futures-exchanges-pairs
https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/futures-ohlcv-historical
https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/futures-funding-rates-historical
https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/futures-long-short-ratio-historical
https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/swaps-exchanges-reference
https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/swaps-ohlcv-historical
https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/defi-metrics-exchanges-historical
https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/defi-liquidity-historical
https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/swaps-funding-rates-historical
https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/lens-protocol-aave 
https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/lens-protocol-makerdao 
https://docs.amberdata.io/reference/lens-protocol-compound 
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Looking to Enter Digital Assets?

Our platform connects to all the blockchains and markets 
that matter today, allowing a comprehensive view of 
crypto markets, blockchain networks, NFTs, DAOs, and 
DeFi. We provide real-time and historical transparency 
into markets and price discovery across spot, derivative 
and decentralized exchanges, as well as on-chain data 
from the most active cryptocurrency networks and 
protocols.

Our data solutions support all pre- and post-trade 
functions. We provide deep market data, down to Level 
2 order books, facilitating backtesting of quant trading 
strategies. And our blockchain data provides transpar-
ency not seen with other asset classes, allowing you to 
track pending transactions and wallet balances over time 
across various blockchain networks, as well as market 

cap and total value locked. You can also create analytics 
dashboards with fundamental data to track network 
health and understand DeFi data like liquidity and lend-
ing rates. For fund accounting and administration, you’ll 
know what was in a wallet at any time and what it was 
worth in any currency. For institutions that want to do 
custody themselves rather than outsource it, we provide 
the on-chain data needed.

With Amberdata, you get a single integration point for 
market and on-chain data, eliminating the need to inte-
grate offerings from multiple vendors and allowing you to 
accelerate time to market for your digital asset products. 
We’ve built our data sets with institutional use cases in 
mind, providing the easy to consume formats and reliabil-
ity you receive with traditional asset classes.

If you’re looking to enter the digital asset space,  
you need Amberdata. 

Request a demo to find out how the Amberdata platform solves digital 
asset data challenges and enables institutions to enter the digital asset 
space quickly, easily, and reliably. amberdata.io/demo

Metrics & Signals

Crypto Market 
Data

Blockchain Data

Comprehensive 
Data

Trading & Back testing 
strategies

Analytics & reporting
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Decision support for RIA
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Compliance, Accounting & Tax 
Preparation

NFTs & DAOs

DeFi

Market Data
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